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ABSTRACT: Near-field radiation characteristics of an internal cellular

handset antenna with a curved metal pattern are studied. The antenna’s

metal pattern comprises a simple strip monopole for the GSM1800/1900

operation. The strip monopole is smoothly curved to avoid right-angle

or abrupt bendings such that smooth variations of the excited surface

currents thereon can be obtained. In this case, it is expected that the

antenna’s near-field radiation can be decreased. When compared with a

corresponding monopole antenna with one or more right-angle

bendings, the obtained results show that the proposed antenna can have

lower specific absorption rate values by at least 1.0 dB, which is mainly

owing to the decreased near-field radiation. Detailed results are

presented and discussed. VC 2012 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Microwave Opt

Technol Lett 54:1927–1932, 2012; View this article online at

wileyonlinelibrary.com. DOI 10.1002/mop.26958

Key words: mobile antennas; internal handset antennas; curved metal
patterns; near-field radiation; specific absorption rate; hearing aid

compatibility

1. INTRODUCTION

It has been shown that the low-Q antenna such as the ultrawide-

band or wideband antenna can have decreased near-field radia-

tion, compared to the high-Q antenna such as the narrow-band

antenna [1]. The peak electric and magnetic near-field strengths

of the low-Q antenna were shown to be lower than those of a

high-Q antenna by at least 5 dBV/m and 4 dBA/m, respectively.

The decreased near-field radiation was shown to be related to

the slope discontinuity of the excited surface current distribu-

tions on the antenna. Hence, a fat dipole antenna which has a

low-Q property and a smooth surface current distribution can

lead to decreased near-field radiation [1], compared to a tradi-

tional half-wavelength wire dipole antenna that shows a rela-

tively high-Q property. In addition, the obtained bandwidth of

the fat dipole antenna is much wider than that of the wire dipole

antenna. However, it is noted that the occupied volume of the

fat dipole antenna, which is generally obtained by increasing the

arm width of the dipole antenna, is much larger than that of the

wire dipole antenna. This makes the technique of increasing the

antenna size to achieve a low-Q property to result in decreased

near-field radiation less attractive for internal mobile device

antenna applications, mainly due to the very limited space avail-

able inside the mobile device.

In this article, we demonstrate that simply by using a

smoothly curved metal pattern for an internal cellular handset

antenna, which generally does not increase the occupied volume

of the antenna, the obtained near-field radiation characteristics

such as the specific absorption rate (SAR) can be decreased,

compared to a corresponding antenna with a metal pattern hav-

ing right-angle or abrupt bendings. Results for a simple strip

monopole for the GSM1800/1900 operation in the cellular hand-

set are presented and discussed. Related results obtained for cor-

responding strip monopoles with a right-angle bending or multi-

ple bendings are shown for comparison. The reason for

decreased near-field radiation is because the excited surface cur-

rents on the strip monopole with a curved bending will experi-

ence a smooth variation on the surface current trace on the

metal pattern of the antenna. On the other hand, the excited sur-

face currents on the corresponding strip monopoles with a right-

angle bending or multiple bendings will experience relatively

abrupt changes on the surface current trace of the antenna’s

metal pattern, which will result in strong near-field electric fields

as explained from the expression of the electric field ~E of an

antenna given by [1, 2]

~E ¼ 1

j2pfle
k2~Aþrðr � ~AÞ
h i

; (1)

~A ¼ l
ZZZ

~J
e�jkR

4pR
dV; (2)

in which f is the operating frequency, l is the permeability, e is
the permittivity, k is the wave number, and ~A is the magnetic

vector potential. In Eq. (1), the term rðr � ~AÞ dominates the

near-field radiation of the antenna, whereas the term k2~A domi-

nates the far-field radiation [1, 2]. From Eq. (2), it is known that

the magnetic vector potential is generally proportional to the

excited surface current of the antenna. Hence, from the property

of the term rðr � ~AÞ, it can be expected that the abrupt varia-

tions of the excited surface currents on the metal pattern of the

antenna will cause sharp increase in the near-field radiation of

the antenna. This behavior will lead to increased SAR values

[3–8] for the handset with such an antenna embedded therein.

To verify this expectation, near-field radiation characteristics of
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an internal cellular handset antenna with a curved metal pattern

are studied, and obtained results are presented and discussed.

The hearing aid compatibility (HAC) [9–12] results that are

related to the near-field radiation of the antenna are analyzed as

well.

2. STRIP MONOPOLES FOR THE GSM1800/1900 OPERATION

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the proposed internal cellular

handset antenna with a curved metal pattern for the GSM1800/

1900 operation. Corresponding internal GSM1800/1900 handset

antennas with its metal pattern having a single bending (denoted

as Ant1 in this study) or multibending (Ant2) are shown in Fig-

ure 2. The three antennas (proposed, Ant1, and Ant2) are strip

monopoles with different bendings and can be seen more clearly

from the photos of the fabricated prototypes shown in Figure 3.

The three antennas are all printed on the clearance region (10 �

60 mm2) of the main circuit board of the handset, which is a

0.8-mm thick FR4 substrate of relative permittivity 4.4, loss tan-

gent 0.024, and size 60 � 110 mm2. On the back side of the

main circuit board, a ground plane of size 60 � 100 mm2 is

printed. For feeding each strip monopole in the experiment, a

50-X microstrip feedline is printed on the front side of the main

circuit board and is connected to a 50-X SMA connector at

Figure 1 Geometry of the proposed internal cellular handset antenna

with a curved metal pattern for the GSM1800/1900 operation. [Color

figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 2 Geometries of the internal GSM1800/1900 handset antenna

with its metal pattern having a single bending (Ant1) or multibending

(Ant2). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is avail-

able at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 3 Photos of the fabricated prototypes of the proposed antenna,

Ant1, and Ant2. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which

is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 4 (a) Measured and (b) simulated return losses for the pro-

posed antenna, Ant1, and Ant2. [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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point A0 through a via-hole in the circuit board. The lengths of

the three strip monopoles are adjusted such that the obtained

bandwidths cover the GSM1800/1900 (1710–1880/1850–1990

MHz) bands in this study.

To confirm that the three antennas covered the desired oper-

ating bands, Figure 4 shows the measured and simulated return

losses for the proposed antenna, Ant1, and Ant2. The simulated

results are obtained using the SPEAG simulation software SEM-

CAD X version 14 [13] and generally agree with the measured

data. Based on 3:1 VSWR or 6-dB return loss, which is widely

used as the design specification of the internal handset antenna

for the wireless wide area network operation [13–16], the oper-

ating bandwidths of the three antennas cover the GSM1800/

1900 bands.

The measured and simulated antenna efficiencies that include

the mismatching loss for the three antennas are also shown in

Figure 5. The measured antenna efficiencies are generally in

agreement with the simulated results. The small discrepancies

between the measurement and simulation are mainly owing to

the differences in the measured and simulated return losses seen

in Figure 4. From the obtained results, it can be confirmed that

the far-field radiation characteristics of the three antennas are

about the same, and the obtained simulated results are also plau-

sible as compared to the measured data. This can ensure good

accuracy of the following simulation study on the near-field

radiation characteristics of the three antennas.

3. NEAR-FIELD RADIATION OF THE STUDIED ANTENNAS

To analyze the near-field radiation characteristics, the SAR

results are first studied. Figure 6 shows the SAR simulation

models for three testing conditions of the head only, the hand

only, and the head and hand. The SAR simulation models are

based on the SPEAG SEMCAD X version 14 [17], and two

cases of the antenna disposed at the top edge and bottom edge

of the handset are studied. For each case, the handset with the

antenna embedded therein is attached to the phantom head with

no tilt. The distance between the ear and the system ground

plane is 5 mm only, and that between the palm center and the

system ground plane is 30 mm. The hand grip on the handset is

shown in the figure.

The simulated SAR values for 1 g and 10 g tissues for the

proposed antenna, Ant1, and Ant2, are presented in Figures 7

and 8, in which the results, respectively, for the antenna dis-

posed at the top edge and bottom edge of the handset are pre-

sented. Results at representative frequencies of 1795 and 1920

MHz (center frequencies of the GSM1800 and GSM1900 bands)

are shown. Figure 7 shows the results for the top-edge case. For

fair comparison, the SAR results for the antennas with perfect

matching condition (results with the # mark, part A and B in the

figure) are also shown. For the head only condition, the 1 g and

10 g SAR values are the smallest for the proposed antenna,

while those for Ant2 are the largest. For the hand only condi-

tion, the SAR values for Ant2 are also the largest. For the head

and hand condition, the behavior is similar to that for the head

Figure 5 (a) Measured and (b) simulated antenna efficiencies (mis-

matching loss included) for the proposed antenna, Ant1, and Ant2.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 6 SAR simulation models for the head only, the hand only,

and the head and hand conditions. (a) The antenna at top edge of the

handset. (b) The antenna at bottom edge of the handset. [Color figure

can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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only condition, indicating that the head dominates the SAR

behavior. Also note that the SAR values in the parentheses are

occurred at head for the head and hand condition. When the val-

ues in the parentheses are smaller, it indicates that maximum

power absorption in the head and hand condition is occurred at

hand and not at head. For the SAR results for the antennas with

the mismatching condition considered (part C and D in the fig-

ure), similar behavior as that observed for the perfect matching

condition is seen. This also indicates that there are no large fre-

quency shifts when the head and/or hand are in proximity to the

three antennas in the study. This can also be seen from the

return losses for the antennas in free space and three testing

conditions shown in the figure. In general, in the top-edge case,

it can be concluded that the antenna with multibending (Ant2)

show increased SAR values, whereas the proposed antenna

shows decreased SAR values. This observation is believed to be

related to the near-field radiation characteristics of the antenna

with smooth or abrupt bendings as discussed in Section 2.

Figure 8 shows the results for the bottom-edge case.

Although the hand generally encloses the antenna in this case,

the SAR values for the head and hand condition are seen to be

much lower than those obtained in Figure 7 for the top-edge

case. Again, the SAR values in part A and B are for the perfect

matching condition, whereas those in part C and D are for the

mismatching condition. The SAR values for both Ant1 and Ant2

are also observed to be about the same and larger than those of

the proposed antenna by at least 1 dB (25% larger) for the 1 g

tissue case (e.g., at 1795 MHz for the head only case in part A,

0.50 W/kg for the proposed antenna vs. 0.65 W/kg for Ant1 and

Ant2). The decrease in the SAR values for the bottom-edge case

is more significant than that observed in Figure 7 for the top-

edge case. It is also seen that the obtained 1 g and 10 g SAR

values are all less than the required limits (1.6 W/kg for 1 g tis-

sue [3] and 2.0 W/kg for 10 g tissue [4]) for practical applica-

tions, with the proposed antenna having the lowest SAR values.

This is also believed to be related to the near-field radiation

characteristics of the antenna with smooth or abrupt bendings as

discussed in Section 2. The obtained results indicate that, by

using a smooth or curved metal pattern for the internal handset

antenna, the obtained SAR results can have decreased values,

especially when the antenna is disposed at the bottom edge of

the handset.

The HAC results are also analyzed. Figure 9 shows the HAC

simulation model with the antenna disposed at the bottom edge

of the handset. The HAC simulation model is also based on the

SPEAG SEMCAD X version 14 [17]. Figure 10 shows the

simulated HAC results for the three antennas. In Figures 10(a)

and 10(b), the HAC results of the cases with the perfect match-

ing condition and the mismatching condition are, respectively,

presented. Also note that in Figure 10(b), based on the rule of

ANSI C63.19-2007 [8], the near-field E-field and H-field

strengths at the HAC observation plane divided into nine cells

above the acoustic output are determined by excluding three

consecutive cells along the boundary of the observation plane

Figure 7 Simulated SAR values for 1 g and 10 g tissues for the pro-

posed antenna, Ant1, and Ant2. The antenna is at the top edge of the

handset. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is avail-

able at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 8 Simulated SAR values for 1 g and 10 g head tissues for the

proposed antenna, Ant1, and Ant2. The antenna is at the bottom edge of

the handset. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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that have the strongest field strengths. On the other hand, the

results shown in Figure 10(a) are the strongest E-field and H-

field strengths among all the nine cells of the HAC observation

plane. From the obtained results, although the proposed antenna

shows the smallest E-field and H-field strengths in both condi-

tions shown in Figure 10, the decrease in the E-field and H-field

strengths is small, compared to the field strengths of Ant1 and

Ant2. The different effects on the SAR and HAC behavior are

largely because the SAR values are determined by the power

absorption in a small-volume tissue (1 g or 10 g tissue). Hence,

although the field variations may be small in view of the HAC

behavior, the SAR variations could be relatively much larger as

observed in Figures 7 and 8.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The SAR and HAC results of the internal GSM1800/1900 handset

antenna formed by a strip monopole with a curved bending, a

right-angle bending, and multibendings have been studied. The

antennas in the study are all with good impedance matching and

good antenna efficiencies for frequencies over the GSM1800/1900

bands. That is, similar far-field radiation characteristics have been

obtained. However, from the obtained SAR results, especially for

the antenna disposed at the bottom edge of the handset, the pro-

posed antenna with a smooth or curved metal pattern can have

decreased SAR values by at least 1 dB, compared to those of the

corresponding antennas with right-angle bendings. This behavior

is believed to be related to the smooth variations of the excited

surface currents on the curved metal pattern of the proposed

antenna. For the HAC results, the proposed antenna with a smooth

or curved metal pattern is still with decreased HAC values,

although the decrease in the HAC values is much smaller than

that in the SAR values. The difference in the obtained SAR and

HAC results are largely because the SAR values are determined

by the power absorption in a small-volume tissue (1 g or 10 g tis-

sue), not like the HAC that is related to the field strength variation

on the HAC observation plane. From the obtained results in this

study, it can be concluded that simply by applying a smooth or

curved metal pattern for the internal cellular handset antenna, it is

very helpful to achieve decreased SAR values or decreased near-

field radiation of the handset with the antenna embedded therein.
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ABSTRACT: A directional fiber coupler with exertion loss 0.03 dB has

been successfully fabricated using fusion technique with typical coupling
ratio 1–90%. The coupling region of two twisted single mode fiber is
heated by injecting hydrogen gas at 2.5 bar. During fusion process, both

two sides of fibers are pulled by stages that are automatically motorized
in range of 800–4800 lm, and stopped when the desired coupling ratio

is reached. The parameters of automated mechanical motion of pulling
stages and coupling parameters at fusion region have been calculated
by using kinetic model. The effect of heating and elongation reduces the

diameter of cross section tapered region with a diameter 6.35
micrometer scale. As the fabrication of fiber couplers described by
degree of fusion, which is function of heating and pulling length, it can

be seen clearly that the coupling coefficient between the fibers increases
exponentially with increasing the degree of fusion. However, by knowing

coupling power and mechanical motion parameters, the fabrication of
directional fiber coupler can be optimized. VC 2012 Wiley Periodicals,

Inc. Microwave Opt Technol Lett 54:1932–1935, 2012; View this article

online at wileyonlinelibrary.com. DOI 10.1002/mop.26937

Key words: directional fiber coupler; pulling length; degree of fusion;
coupling ratio; coupling coefficient

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of optical devices on network communication system has

been widely expanded. It provides an optical circuit that can carry

out data in terms of audio, video, data processing, etc. with big

capacity, low loss, and faster. Optical directional fiber coupler is

a passive device and main component of optical networking sys-

tem. It is used to split, to combine, or to switch optical signal. As

the networking system is built by using optical components, a

directional fiber coupler with various coupling ratio is always

needed. The fiber coupler can be fabricated by using twist-etching

techniques, polishing technique, and fusion technique [1, 2].

Fusion and elongation is an easier technique that has been

used to fabricate fiber coupler. In 2005, Fused bi-conical tapered

(FBT) coupler was fabricated by this technique. The coupling

region was heated by CO2 laser, and resulting good FBT cou-

plers with 3-dB splitting ratio [3]. Because of CO2 laser beam is

a high cost technology, fusion technique by injecting H2 gas to

the torch flame was purposed for hearting the coupling region

[4]. During fusion, fibers are elongated in micrometer scale until

the coupling ratio is reached. Since that fabrication results high

coupling loss, the study of the automated fiber coupler fabrica-

tion system based on fusion technique becomes necessary to

determine coupling parameters [5–9].

In this article, the coupling parameters are estimated to optimize

auto control parameters for fabrication of directional fiber coupler

so that good performance of directional fiber coupler reached.

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION

The propagation of an optical signal in the coupled waveguide

medium was determined clearly from the Maxwell equation

using coupling-mode theory method [5]. The modeling and

experiment of power parameters SMF coupler were also studied

[6]. It showed the coupling ratio as the function of coupling

coefficient between the fibers. As the refractive indices of

coupled fibers are constant, and geometrical fibers are also iden-

tical as shown in Figure 1, the amplitude of power exchanges

between two fibers given by Eq. (1).

PaðzÞ
PbðzÞ

� �
¼ cosrz� jd

r sinrz �jj2
r sinrz

� jj1
r sinrz cosrz� jd

r sinrz

" #
Pað0Þ
Pbð0Þ

� �
(1)

where Pa and Pb are power amplitudes in fibers 1 and 2, respec-

tively. The coupling coefficient is denoted by k, and L is cou-

pling length. As the coupling region is tapered due to fusion and

elongation, and by defining the degree of fusion f is a factor that

describes how close two fibers joined or f ¼ x/y, a simple rela-

tionship between degree of fusion separation between fiber’s

core d can be written as follows:

Figure 1 Illustration of geometrical fused fiber coupler, (a) tapered

directional fiber coupler and (b) cross section of coupling region
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